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About Growing a Greener World Television Series:

Now in its fifth season in 2014, Growing a Greener World® (GGW) 
is an award-winning national PBS series that features cutting-edge 
topics, expertly told stories, and stunning visual imagery for its 
ever-growing broadcast & web communities.

This ground-breaking series combines the expertise and engaging 
style of leading organic gardening and sustainability authority, Joe Lamp’l (aka joe gardener®), popular TV chef Nathan 
Lyon, and the country’s top canning and food preserving expert, Theresa Loe. The result is considered THE go-to resource 
on organic gardening, green living, farm-to-table cooking, and canning and preserving the harvest.

With nearly 100 original episodes to date, Growing a Greener World is filmed from its farm and truly organic garden set 
in scenic north Atlanta, as well as the many places the GGW crew travels across the country to capture remarkable 
stories of visionary people and places changing our world for the better in their own impactful way. 

While Growing a Greener World appeals to a traditional television audience with its visually rich and educational stories, 
the hip energy in every episode also connects with younger viewers by covering issues relevant to them and by 
presenting cool DIY projects in an engaging and consumable way.

GGW furthers its relevancy to web-hungry millennials and gen-xers by providing a strong social media presence that 
takes the GGW experience real-time through its robust and responsive website, on-demand episodes, a broad social 
media platform, a popular blog, a strong subscription-based newsletter, a series of downloadable podcasts, and exclusive 
bonus videos. 

In short, Growing a Greener World really has shattered the mold of traditional gardening programming by incorporating 
the garden into the larger topic of green living and by successfully integrating its on-air and on-line presence in order to 
attract a broader audience that’s younger, eco-minded and who wants to make their world a greener world too. 
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Executive Producer and Host: Joe Lamp’l

Joe Lamp’l’s (aka joe gardener®) infatuation with gardening and 
nature began somewhat accidentally as a child. After an 
unfortunate run-in with his parents’ favorite shrub, he panicked 
and jammed the broken branch into the ground. A few weeks 
later, it had taken root. Joe was not only relieved; he was also 
hooked on horticulture.

That passion resulted in a lifetime of learning and is now evident to a nationwide audience.  Today, as one of the 
country’s most recognized and trusted personalities in gardening and sustainability, Joe combines his national television 
experience, gardening and horticulture expertise, and passion for living a greener life as host and executive producer of 
Growing a Greener World®, twice named by the Garden Writers Association as Best Digital Product while also taking top 
honors for television writing. Previously, Joe hosted the popular national television series Fresh from the Garden on DIY 
Network and GardenSMART on PBS. 

In 2011, the American Horticultural Society selected Joe as the recipient of the Society’s B.Y. Morrison Communication 
Award, which recognizes effective and inspirational communication—through print, radio, television, and/or online 
media—that advances public interest and participation in horticulture. In 2012 and 2014, the Garden Writers Association 
named Joe as Best On-Air Talent for Television.

Off-camera, Joe is deeply committed to “growing a greener world” through his nationally-syndicated newspaper column, 
podcast series, and new media platforms. He is also the author of the books The Green Gardener’s Guide and Over the 
Fence with joe gardener®.
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Our On-camera Talent
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Chef Nathan Lyon is known to TV audiences across the country for his simple yet innovative cuisine featuring 
fresh, local ingredients. Among the final four on the second season of The Next Food Network Star, he is the 
chef and host of A Lyon in the Kitchen (Discovery Health, Fit TV) and appears as a guest chef/expert on Home 
Made Simple (TLC) and Real Simple Real Life (TLC), and is also the Emmy-nominated host of Good Food 
America on the Veria Network. A graduate of Le Cordon Bleu, Nathan has cooked for the Inspector General 
as well as numerous non-profit organizations, and has worked closely with local growers in California farmers 
markets for almost a decade. In 2011, Nathan published his first cookbook, Great Food Starts Fresh, which has 
been quoted by Alice Waters and Graham Kerr, plus other esteemed chefs. With a unique style that blends 
grass-roots and gourmet, Nathan believes that great meals make great neighbors.

Chef: Nathan Lyon
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Theresa knows how to capture the flavors of fresh, seasonal 
produce and preserve them in a jar. She studied horticulture 
and culinary arts at UCLA, is trained as a Certified Master 
Food Preserver, and has a BS degree in engineering for good 
measure. By combining these unique skills, Theresa appears 
on GGW throughout the season to demonstrate the ease and 
benefits of canning while explaining the science behind the 
techniques. She eliminates the fear and proves that preserving 
can be hip and chic… even fun! Theresa is also a true expert in 
small space gardening, urban homesteading, and educational 
school gardens. She has worked as a garden columnist, book 
author, a talk radio co-host, video host, and producer. Her 
website and blog Living Homegrown® is dedicated to living 
locally and sustainably through gardening and canning. 

Theresa Loe – Co-Executive Producer, Writer, 
Canning & Preserving Expert / Talent
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Todd Brock: DIY Guy

Known around GGW as Mr. DIY Guy (along with Consulting Producer), Todd loves a good building project. Hav-
ing written hundreds of scripts and DIY projects for popular shows on HGTV, DIY Network and PBS, Todd knows 
a thing or two about how to use a drill and saw. In fact, Todd’s idea of the ideal vacation is one filled with 
building and fix-up projects. With plenty of projects to create around the GGW garden set, Todd will be joining 
us regularly in 2015. We can’t wait to share his passion and skills for practical and inspiring DIY projects that 
anyone can master.

Coming in 2015: 

Admired and respected around the world for her plant 
propagation skills, Brie was recently featured in Organic 
Gardening Magazine as one of the top rising young rock stars 
of horticulture. She received a degree in Landscape Design 
and Horticulture from Purdue University, continued her 
training in Europe and went on to apply her skills and love of 
propagation at some of the top nurseries in the Southeast. 
Brie is so passionate about her craft that her entire yard is one 
beautiful, edible foodscape that’s filled solely with plants she’s 
propagated. To Brie, who will be joining us regularly in 2015, 
every blank spot in a yard or garden is another opportunity to 
plant more edibles!

Brie Arthur: Foodscaping and Landscape 
Design Correspondent
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The Creative Team:

Joe Lamp’l – Executive Producer, Writer, Host
National television host, syndicated columnist, author, green gardening expert, longtime horticulturist, 
environmental steward, and Executive Producer. As the visionary for Growing a Greener World, Joe created the 
ideal way and medium to share the content about green living and sustainable lifestyles that so many craved. 
With almost 100 original episodes to date, consistent strong national television carriage, and an ever-growing 
audience, Joe continues to find innovative new stories and ways for taking Growing a Greener World to the 
next level every season.  

Theresa Loe – Co-Executive Producer, Writer, Canning & Preserving Expert / Talent
Theresa’s prior experience can be found as a columnist, book author, radio correspondent, video host, and 
producer. Add to that her expertise in small-space gardening, urban homesteading, and educational school 
gardens, and you’ve got the perfect complement to the GGW creative team. She’s also trained as a Chef and 
Master Food Preserver, which comes in handy for the many related topics covered in the series. Theresa 
gardens on less than 1/10th of an acre in Los Angeles, yet is able to raise chickens, grow enough food to feed 
her family of four, and preserve the harvest. She’s also the owner of Living Homegrown, a website dedicated to 
living locally and sustainably through gardening and canning.

Carl Pennington – Director of Photography, Editor
Carl brings many years of expertise from various facets of the film and broadcast television industry. As an 
award-winning Director of Photography he has produced over 600 episodic series as well as commercials for 
national television networks. Since 2003, his work includes directing, shooting and editing episodes for 
GardenSMART, a national series on PBS. Previously, Carl has worked for Dick Clark Productions and been a 
freelance broadcast editor for other production companies, including various broadcast TV stations. Carl is the 
founder and president of 212 Films and an original member of the GGW production team.

Todd Brock – Consulting Producer
Also a member of the GGW team since Day One, Todd is a twenty-year veteran of the television production 
industry. After graduating with honors from the University of Iowa- home of the world-famous Iowa Writers’ 
Workshop- Todd notably produced over 800 episodes of a live morning magazine-style show at the NBC 
affiliate in a Top-10 market. A freelancer since 2001, Todd’s TV resume includes the DIY Network hit series 
Mega Dens as well as many highly-rated series for HGTV, PBS, and other networks both domestically and 
internationally. In addition, Todd is the author of the 2010 book Building Chicken Coops for Dummies and is 
currently a food writer/correspondent for the website Serious Eats.  
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Season One
102: Creating an Eco-friendly Garden The steps to making 
any yard more sustainable
105: Growing Power-The Story of Will Allen, Urban Farming Pioneer ; The story Will Allen A former pro 
basketball player, he’s now the hottest go-to guy in urban agriculture
108: The Edible Schoolyard The story behind the most recognized schoolyard garden in America
115: Urban Homesteading An incredible story of bountiful success on just a tenth of an acre in Los Angeles 
119: Waterwise Gardening Learning to have a beautiful lawn and garden on very little water
121: Community Gardening An in-depth look at one of the hottest trends in gardening
123: Organic Gardening The Rodale’s, the founding family of organic gardening, tell their story on why organic 
matters
125: Thomas Jefferson-Organic Gardener One of the true pioneers of organic methods still in use today, from 
his gardens in Monticello
126: Victory Gardens WWII was a peak time when many new gardeners began growing their food. Modern 
VGs are hotter than ever

Season Two
206: Hydroponics Growing food anytime, anywhere. See the amazing ways gardeners are doing it today, even 
without soil
210: Backyard Chickens All about raising a backyard flock, the newest trend in gardening today
213: Young Farmers Growing organically and keeping it local, the next generation is passionate about their 
calling to farm
214: Small Space Gardening With limited space, how-to advice for creating lush garden absolutely anywhere
216: Edible Landscapes Beautiful… and edible. The hottest trend for making the most of your landscape 
222: Life on an Organic Farm School Joe and Nathan enroll in farm school for a week as the cameras roll
225: Backyard Composting Everything you need to know to make your own compost successfully

Season Three
301: Winter Gardening Four-season gardening expert Eliot Coleman shares his secrets from coastal Maine
305: Organic Lawn Care Behind the scenes at a private estate that manages their spectacularly lush lawn 
organically
306: Polyface Farms Life on the farm with world-renowned renegade farmer Joel Salitan
308: Veteran Farmers Returning home after war, many veterans find professional farming to be the perfect 
transition
313: Backyard Orchards Growing backyard fruit is made easier when you learn the important steps
315: Starting Plants from Seeds Everything you need to know to start plants from seeds
317: Garden Coaching Hiring an expert gardener to teach you the skills needed to do the work yourself 
322: NYC Rooftop Farms Not just a garden, these are working, productive, organic farms on NYC rooftops.

Sampling of Episodes and Topics Featured in 
Seasons 1 - 5
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Season Four 

401: The Greenhouse School: (New York) We visit a public school in the heart of NYC that uses a rooftop 
greenhouse to teach lesson in sustainability and environmental stewardship. 
406: Setting up Your Garden: (Atlanta, GA) Host, Joe Lamp’l creates his own raised bed garden from scratch, 
and shows the tips along the way that anyone can do to create a productive garden. 
410: Weedless Gardening (New York & Atlanta) We visit a sustainable garden expert and author who nurtures 
the soil while reducing the labor in growing your own food in a weedless garden. 
412: Independent Garden Centers: (TX, GA, NC, PA) Local, independently owned nurseries are a vastly under 
utilized resource and we feature some of the unique reasons we should support them. 
418: In the Garden with Margaret Roach: (New York) Former senior executive for Martha Stewart shares how 
her garden saved her and how it IS possible to grow more sustainably both in the garden and in life.
425: Putting the Garden to Bed (Atlanta, GA) The start of the next gardening season begins with making good 
decisions much earlier. Joe Lamp’l brings in the cameras as he puts his garden to bed and shows you what you 
need to know too.

Season Five

501: Creating an Edible Fruit Garden: Atlanta, GA: Host Joe Lamp’l installs several fruit trees and shrubs on the 
GGW Garden Farm, while sharing everything you need to know for homegrown success, even if only on a deck 
or patio.
503: Solitary Bees; The Unsung Heroes in the World of Pollinators: Atlanta, GA: In this episode we explore 
solitary mason bees, learn just how easy it is to raise them at home, and see that the security of our future 
food supply just might lie with these unsung heroes.
507: The Weekend Farmer; Beyond the Garden – The Basics of Starting a Small Farm: Atlanta, GA: For many, 
the longing for a more rural lifestyle comes calling sooner or later, with just a small plot of land out in the 
country for a weekend getaway. While experience is still the best teacher, we’ll show you some of the most 
important considerations you need to know – before taking the plunge.
515: Making More Plants – A big part of what hooks someone on gardening is watching a plant grow from 
seed, or tender young transplant. Top plant propagator and GGW correspondent, Brie Arthur teach the tricks 
of the trade that we can easily apply at home.
519: Hyper Local – Heirloom Apples & Craft Beers: New Hampshire: In this episode, we visit an organic farmer 
who sells 70 different varieties of heirloom apples to learn the secrets of peak flavor and how we can grow 
some of these varieties ourselves. And we visit a nano-brewery who takes production full circle by only 
sourcing local grains, fruits and vegetables while repurposing all their byproducts back to local farmers.
525: A Year in the Life of a Beginning Beekeeper: Atlanta, GA: In this episode, Joe Lamp’l bring you along as he 
attends his first beekeeping class, to buying the equipment, setting up the hive, to enjoying the bountiful 
harvest and wonderful honey that adds to the joy of this rapidly growing hobby.

®
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In an era of window-dressing and sound bites, the GGW team is the 
real thing: experts who live the sustainable life they depict. That’s 
why they’re able to translate it with such intimacy and insight, 
informing and also inspiring each of us to dig a little deeper 
ourselves every day.  – Margaret Roach, (leading garden writer 
for 25 years—at ‘Martha Stewart Living,’ ‘Newsday,’ and books) 

Growing A Greener World is Must See TV…Joe’s impeccably produced, lusciously filmed HD video, 30-minute 
weekly show is a top-notch visual treat, but it’s the content that has me so excited. What I love most about this 
show is how seamlessly it’s been integrated into the web, including not only a robust website filled with 
additional information, but also linked to Facebook, Twitter, Joe’s personal blog and other media—truly a clever 
use of 21st century communication technology that will draw the attention of a younger audience ripe for the 
message of sustainable landscaping. Joe Lamp’l is my new hero. He’s created an entertaining, watchable way 
to bring the essential message of intelligent, beautiful, productive, earth-friendly gardening to a mass 
audience…Billy Goodnick, Fine Gardening Blog 

All I can say is Wow! You really got it! I love the way Growing a Greener World is edited and I so appreciate the 
fact that you communicate the message so effectively. I know how hard that is to do, from both perspectives – 
behind the camera and in front of it. But you did it perfectly! Thank you, thank you, thank you!...
Nan Sterman, garden writer and host of A Growing Passion on PBS.

From our viewers:

Now I’m hooked and this is the first time I’ve watched this program! 
The Inadvertent Farmer Blog

Endless praise is deserved...This is a wonderful, great intro to learning to live a better, simpler life…If enough 
people learn to think like this then this truly can be the decade of “hope” for Americans…Patrick M. 

“I absolutely love your informative programs! They encompass the whole
picture of sustainable living. Keep up the excellent work!” – Nancy

“Well!! What a website! What a treat! What a lift! What a resource your show is!” – Maureen T.

“I love Growing a Greener World! I have watched all of past years shows, more than once. I am Very Much 
looking forward to this years new shows.” – Tammy

“I LOVE your show and appreciate being to access the episodes I miss via the web.” – Mary Y.

“I am COMPLETELY hooked!” – Jerri W.

Viewer Testimonials 
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“Thank you so much for having something like this. It is so wonderful when we can use the power of the media for good 
(as PBS is no stranger to). Thank you for inspiring and for showing us how simple and easy it is to transform our lives and 
the world.” – Rae L.

“WOW. Congratulations on a world-class production.” – Richard G.

“I absolutely love your program. I have been watching since you started. And thank you very very much for your 
program. I look forward to the next episode.” – Mark F.

 “Love your show/website/podcasts and everything else you guys put out there!” – Carmen

“ We have been gardening for long time but always come away from your show with some new information and exciting 
ideas that we can try. Believe it or not we bought a Subaru partly because they sponsor your program. We just wanted to 
let you know how much we enjoy your program and can’t wait for you next season.” – John A.

“I like that you are giving viewers great ideas about what they can do, instead of just rattling off a bunch of plant names, 
which a lot of garden shows seem to focus on. Thank you for also putting full episodes on your website because I am now 
going back and watching all the past season shows that I missed.” – Sherry T.

“I want to thank you for producing such a great show. It is informative and entertaining. There are just too few gardening 
programs on TV. Yours is the best.” – Anita B.

“I just wanted you to know that I love this show on PBS and look forward to watching every week to see what the rest of 
the country is doing to grow a better and greener world. I have learned so much by watching even though I have been 
gardening organically for 40 years. Thank you and keep up your great work.” – Cretta B.

“I really enjoy your programs. Joe, you and your crew are the best. God bless you all and thank you so much for your 
efforts” – Elizabeth F.

“Thanks so much! Keep up the good work you do. We love you in Pittsburgh” – Donnalee D.

“Keep up the good work on the shows. I watch all the gardening shows on TV and yours is by far the best.” – John D.

“ The ideas, the recipes, the respect for the earth and all things green inspires me to not only ‘do’ for myself, but to 
encourage others to do. You have an incredible show...and to think, TV can deliver this right into someone’s home. Again, 
Joe, clearly, you are passionate about the subject....and you have become an inspiration to me.” – Gail W.

“Thanks for the program, Growing A Greener World, we love it. It’s clear, always interesting, and educational about this 
beautiful green world we live on.” – Paul S.

From our online audience on Twitter& Facebook
Beth H: “Love the show. But the hubby says it gives me too much inspiration. ”

Lisa C: “This is absolutely one of my favorite shows on right now. I have a season pass on the TiVo and my husband knows 
NOT to mess with my show!”

Laura H: “One of the best things that happened to me this year was your show!”

@80sgreenblog; “Thank you for providing such an informative, entertaining program.

Janet G; “Wonderful! I absolutely love GGW! In my humble opinion, it’s the very best program on TV!
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Growing a Greener World is nationally distributed through American Public Television, presented by UNC-TV 
and made possible through the generous support of our underwriting partners, Subaru, Burpee Home Gardens 

and Kubota Tractor Corporation. 

For more information please email us at info@GGWTV.com


